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Abstract 

 
Modern Generation is going to dependable on computer and through computer we use 
Software. Hence, we are learning java that's why we create an Application for managing 
library system by using java. By using this, we can store a student's information, issue a 
book and store a student's information who take a book from this library. Mainly this 
application are used by Library administration. 
 
    Library management system is a project which aims in developing a computerized 
system to maintain all the daily work of library. This project has many features which are 
generally not available in normal library management systems like facility of admin login 
through which the admin can monitor the whole system. The librarian after logging into 
his account can generate various option such as new student, new book, issue book and 
return book details. Overall this project of ours is being developed to help staff of library 
to maintain the library in the best way possible and also reduce the human efforts. 

 

    Objective 

The aim of this project is to develop a system that can handle & manage the activities 
involved in a library in an efficient & reliable way. Less managing personnel & easy 
searching availability & user profile managing are major goals in this project. 

 

● Develop a system that can replace the manual library managing system. 

● Develop a database which stores user details & book details. 

● Give reliable search facility for the users. 

● Administrator or librarian should have logins. 

● Create an easy to understand user friendly environment. 

● Attractive user interfaces to navigate through the system for the users. 

● Develop the system documentation with detailed UML specifications. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Improvement in control and performance: The system is developed to cope up with the current issues and 

problems of library. The system can add user, validate user and is also bug free. 

Save cost: After computerized system is implemented less human force will be required to maintain the library 

thus reducing the overall cost. 

Save time: Librarian is able to search record by using few clicks of mouse and few search keywords thus saving 

his valuable time. 

Option of online Notice board: Librarian will be able to provide a detailed description of workshops going in the 

college as well as in nearby colleges 

Lecture Notes: Teacher have a facility to upload lectures notes in a pdf file having size not more than 10mb. 

 

2. Software Requirements 
 

 Operating system -Windows 7 is used as the operating system as it is stable and supports more features and is 

more user friendly. 

 Database MYSQL- MYSQL is used as database as it easy to maintain and retrieve records by simple queries 

which are in English language which are easy to understand and easy to write. 

 Development tools and Programming language: HTML is used to write the whole code and develop webpages 

with css, java script for styling work and php for sever side scripting. 

 

 

3. Hardware Requirements 

 
 Intel core i5 2nd generation is used as a processor because it is fast than other processors an provide reliable and 

stable and we can run our pe for longtime. By using this processor we can keep on developing our project without 

any worries. 

 Ram 1 gb is used as it will provide fast reading and writing capabilities and will in turn support in processing. 

 

4. Design 

Design is the process of converting user-oriented input to a computer based format. Input design 
is a part of overall system design, which requires very careful attention often the collection of input data is 
the most expensive part of the system. The main objectives of the input design are . 

 

1. Produce cost effective method of input 

2. Achieve highest possible level of accuracy 

3. Ensure that the input is acceptable to and understood by the staff. 

 

The goal of designing input data is to make enter easy, logical and free from errors as possible. The entering 
data entry operators need to know the allocated space for each field; field sequence and which must match 
with that in the source document. The format in which the data fields are entered should be given in the input 
form .Here data entry is online; it makes use of processor that accepts commands and data from the operator 
through a keyboard. The input required is analyzed by the processor. It is then accepted or rejected. Input 
stages include the following processes 
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1. Data Recording 

2. Data Transcription 

3. Data Conversion 

4. Data Verification 

5. Data Control 

 

 

5.  Implementation / Technological Environment 

This report describes the project development of Library Management System that was developed to 
manage the daily book transaction and manage the member, books record more efficiency. It can improve 
management of the book property in the library.  This report is all about the development of Library 
Management System for the website part. It develop use to convince the member to search the book and also 
ease of borrowing books from the library. This website mainly use by member and staff. 
 

 

 

6.  Testing & Results 

Is the menu bar displayed in the appropriate contested some system related features included either in 
menus or tools? Do pull - Down menu operation and Tool-bars work properly? Are all menu function and 
pull down sub function properly listed ?; Is it possible to invoke each menu function using a logical 
assumptions that if all parts of the system are correct, the goal will be successfully achieved.? In adequate 
testing or non-testing will leads to errors that may appear few months later. 

 

This create two problem 

1. Time delay between the cause and appearance of the problem. 

2. The effect of the system errors on files and records within the system 

 
The purpose of the system testing is to consider all the likely variations to which it will be suggested and 
push the systems to limits. 

 
The testing process focuses on the logical intervals of the software ensuring that all statements have been 
tested and on functional interval is conducting tests to uncov and ensure that defined input will produce 
actual results that agree with the required results. Program level testing, modules level testing integrated 
and carried out. 

 

There are two major type of testing. they are 

 

1) White Box Testing: White box some times called "Glass box testing" is a test case design uses the control structure 

of the procedural design to drive test case. Using white box testing methods, the following tests where made on the 

system 

 
A) All independent paths within a module have been exercised once. In our system, ensuring 

that case was selected and executed checked all case structures. The bugs that were prevailing in 
some part of the code where fixed. 

 

B) All logical decisions were checked for the truth and falsity of the values. 
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2) Black Box Testing: Black box testing focuses on the functional requirements of the software. This 
testing enables the software engineering to derive a set of input conditions that will fully exercise all 
functional requirements for a program. Black box testing is not an alternative towhite box testing rather 
it is complementary approach that is likely to uncover a different class of errors that white box methods 
like.. 

 

1) Interface errors 

2) Performance in data structure 

3) Performance errors 

4) Initializing and termination errors 

 

 

 


